
GettinG started
section editor

Hope Young. She likes to use IM, but her extension in 
the newsroom is 278. If she is out, Fred Phillips is her 
backup. His extension is 284.

stories
The stories are all in the MON Features workflow un-

der the day of the week. Hope doesn’t move them over 
to the Ready for Page workflow, but you should as you 
read the stories. 

When pulling Dear Abby, Heloise, Astro, bridge and no 
kidding, be sure to pull the one with the correct slug be-
cause there are a lot of advance files in the daily queues.

If you need extra stories, ask Hope. She normally puts 
a lot of extra suggested stories on the budget to use as 
filler if you need it ... you normally don’t. 

You can also pull entertainment stories off the wire 
(do a copy direct in the MON features workflow with the 
News Star text template selected) if there is a hole on 
the TV page and you need extra content.

Don’t expect suggested headlines. If it is a wire story, 
there will be a suggested head, but you can certainly 
come up with a better one. For local stories, come up 
with your own headline.

Pages
Classifieds usually back into the Accent section, so 

you need to get with Freda Boyd (ext. 222) to find out 
which page classifieds start on and which page comics 
are on. She normally sends out an e-mail to editors with 
this information. I’ll try to get her to send it to the CPC, 
so people won’t have to track her down.

styles
Monroe is very strict about fonts/styles. We have 1 

font family for headlines, which is Miller display. We 
don’t use color in headlines, but can use percentages of 
black (down to 35%). 

I usually use Miller Display Roman and make it about 
90-120 points in size for the centerpiece. We use title 
heads (usually two words) and a more descriptive deck 
head underneath.

You can play with all caps, key caps, italic and weight 
for variation.

All the other stories follow the regular Monroe styles. 
Use head rank 3 and adjust point size on other stories. 
Use head column for columnists.

CoMiCs PaGe
This is automated by a script that runs when a master 

page is applied.
1) Open your pages pallette, apply the comics master 

page to the page icon at the bottom of the pallette. 
2) This should place all the files but the Jumble.
3) Quote will not be placed correctly. To fix, click on 

your white arrow. Click the Quote box (lower left cor-
ner). Move the file so the top part is cut off and the rest 
is centered.

4) Next, do a search for Jumble. In Jazbox, go to searches, 
right click and do a new search. 

5) In the name field, type in the month and day (MMDD, 
example: 1022) and click on automatic wildcard, and 
choose “monroe graphics” under workflow. Run the search.

6) The jumble will be the file that has a pzjud in the 
name. Grab the file and drag it into the jumble box, then do 
a fit content to frame. Adjust white text box that overlaps 
the graphic box as necessary.

 tV Grid PaGe
Under shape items pallette, there are a bunch of tem-

plates and page starters for Accent. Do a search for ac-
cent in the title field when you do a Query for Shapes. 
(Monroe shapes)

There is a shape called TV page starter. This comes at-
tached with Ramble and astrology boxes (ramble doesn’t 
run on Monday, Tuesday or Saturday, but the box will 
come in handy, so on those days you can delete/replace 
the mug box).

1) To get the TV grid, select box, right click, assign 
graphic. 

This is the form as an example:
mon_wed_1022.
The mon at the beginning always stays the same. The 

“wed” will change for the day of the week (tue, wed, 
thu, fri, sat, mon) and the month/day combination will 
change. 

2) Right click on the box again to get graphic --> low 
res.

3) Do a fit content to frame.
(Note: You can also do a search in the mon graphic 

workflow for the date with an automatic wildcard just 
like the jumble search. I prefer assigning the grid be-
cause it saves the hassle of dragging it over).

Monroe accent layout instructions



tuesday aCCent (trends/fashion)
Laid out Monday. 
This is a six-page section (on a normal day). There is 

always one classified page in this section and runs on 
page 5D.

Page 1d: Trends and fashion stories. Editor will choose 
content and send budget via e-mail. Plan to jump stories 
because there will be a lot of inside space to fill.

Page 2d: Usually columns. Must get in Dear Abby, 
Heloise bridge and Hometown news (which includes 
birthdays and no kidding). You can split this content up 
if you need to depending on space and ad layouts. There 
is often a Wellspring column, but this will be listed on 
the budget.

Page 3d: Jumps/trends and fashion stories.
Page 4d: TV page. Use the TV page starter shape. No 

ramble column. Use the weekend box office story (pull 
from the wire. Search for *boxoffice* in the title field.

Run astrology column across bottom.
Page 5d: Classified.
Page 6d: Comics.

Wednesday aCCent (food/drink)
Laid out Tuesday. 
This section varies in size, but is typically 5 pages.
Page 1d: Food and drink stories. Editor will choose 

content and send budget via e-mail. Must include reci-
pes. 

(Style note: Recipe names are in title case. We use 
numerals for measurements. The recipe name goes in 
subhead recipe and the rest of the recipe goes in body 
recipe. There is no space between the ingredient list and 
the instructions.

Page 2d: Usually columns. I usually run Patrick Gerl’s 
wine talk (mug under MON shapes) across the top 
because he writes long. Must get in Dear Abby, Heloise 
bridge and Hometown news (which includes birthdays 
and no kidding). You can split this content up if you need 
to depending on space and ad layouts. Seasonally there 
is a farmers market column by Cynthia Stephens, which 
runs in the summer.

Page 3d: Jumps/food/drink stories.
Page 4d: TV page. Use the TV page starter shape. 

There is a Jes’ Rambling column. Run astrology at bot-
tom. Fill with a TV story off the wire or content from 
budget (sometimes I will run Heloise or Abby here if 
space is tight).

Page 5d: Comics.
 

thursday aCCent (to do)
Laid out Wednesday. 
This section varies in size, but is typically 5-6 pages.
Page 1d: Local entertainment stories. Editor will send 

budget via e-mail. 
Page 2d: Hot stuff and entertainment stories (will be 

listed on budget) and hometown news.

There is a hot stuff shape by searching to do in the 
title field. This is brk body with brk heads. Use brk body 
bold style for the what, where part.

Page 3d: Bridge, movies, more entertainment stories. 
Sometimes movies will have to hold to get in calendar 
(Especially if it is a 5-page section). You will find movies 
on the wire. Check the cinemark Web site (www.cin-
emark.com and type in 71201 under zip code and look up 
the West Monroe theater and see what is opening on Fri-
day. We will run those reviews with art if there is space. 
It usually isn’t specified on the budget, but it does run in 
this section).

Page 4d: Calendar page. Night life runs without cut-
ting it. To Do list is two listings. Cut to fit. See note on 
calendars.

Page 5d: Use the TV page starter shape. No Ramble 
column. Run Dear Abby and Heloise side by side (will 
have to cut columns to fit). Run astrology at bottom. 
Page 6d: Comics.

friday aCCent (hoMe/Garden)
Laid out Thursday. 
This section varies in size, but is typically 5-6 pages.
Page 1d: Home and garden stories. Editor will send 

budget via e-mail. 
Page 2d: Jumps and home and garden stories (will be 

listed on budget). 
Page 3d: (Sometimes this is a full page ad) Ken Maki 

(mug is in Accent shape items), Abby, Heloise, Home-
town news, bridge, Pet of the Week (search “pet” in 
MON local in DC5). 

Style note: Pet of the week is stand alone with cutline. 
Use the pet of the week shape to get started.

Page 4d: TV page. Use the TV page starter shape. 
There is a Jes’ Rambling column. Run astrology at bot-
tom. Fill with a TV story off the wire or content from 
budget (sometimes I will run Heloise or Abby here if 
space is tight).

Note: Sometimes this section is enormous. If this is 
the case, you can run any movie review that didn’t get 
into the To Do section, and you can move the Ramble 
column to another page.

Page 5d: Comics (or TV page).

saturday aCCent (faith/Values)
Laid out Friday. 
This section varies in size, but is typically 5 pages.
Page 1d: Religion stories. Editor will send budget via 

e-mail. There is also a Shellie Tomlinson column (there is 
a shape for her mug in Shape Items).

Page 2d: Religion news
Style note: This is a HUGE listing. You will have to cut 

it to make it work. I tend to cut it so each church has 
1-2 listings. Also, the dingbats go crazy when the editor 
types in the calendar. If you see a lot of dingbats that 
aren’t the square in front of an item, highlight the text 



and under character styles, change it to “none.”
Also, on 2D, I measure out my jump space off to the 

side and cut it down before actually jumping. This will 
help.

Also, for some reason, after the “St. Patrick” listing, it 
looks like the end, but it isn’t. You have to delete some 
spaces, and you will see the rest.

Page 3d: Religion news jump. Also, hometown news 
and any jumps from the front.

Page 4d: TV page. Use the TV page starter shape. 
There is a God squad column, mug is under the shape 
items (this is on the tribune media Web site, see down-
loading information). 

Page 5d: Comics.

sunday aCCent (naMes/faCes)
Laid out Wednesday, but goes to press Thursday 

around 6 p.m.. 
This section varies in size do to ads and real estate, 

but is typically 10 pages.
Page 1d: 1 feature and the Jes’ Rambling column.
Page 2d-3d: On the town: Victor Cascio’s column and 

a bunch of pictures.
As a starter, use the ontown page1 on 2D and ontown 

page 2 on 3D. Adjust number and size of boxes depend-
ing on photos. Hope will have a cutline story in the Sun-
day queue. This will tell you were to find the pictures. 
There will be some scanned in, some e-mailed (she puts 
these in a folder on the m-drive) and some in Digicol. 
This takes some time to organize and send back to be 
toned. She slugs the photos by description and it gets 
confusing, so I rename them by numbering them, and I 
put the new slugs on the cutline story.

Page 4d-5d: Weddings and engagements. Jan Lewis 
will put these in the queue in the afternoon and give you 
a print off to check the content. There are different sizes 
(2x4, 2x6). The setup for this is in shape items: bride 
1x2, etc.

Style note: Put the edited file off to the side of the 
indesign page. You will the copy and paste into the indi-
vidual bridge boxes. The header is head wedding, the 
story is body text.

Use bridge web refer and wedding guidelines as filler. 
Must run wedding guidelines. These are under shape 
items.

There is no way to know how this page will fill up. Use 
book stories as filler. 

Library column and Chere Coen’s bookshelf column 
will run on 5D if space allows.

Page 6d: TV page (this grid is different than the daily 
grid, see downloading information) with Teddy Allen 
(mug is a shape) and a book story (choose one from the 
Sunday queue. 

Page 7d: Travel: Dianne Newcomer’s column (mug is a 
shape), Out of town travel photos (travel guidelines as a 
shape). Use travel stories from the queue or off the wire 
for filler. Sometimes there is a travel story by Rebecca 

McCormick.
Page 8d: AD
Page 9d: Columns: Use the Sunday columns shape as 

a starter. Run Dear Abby, Astrology (Sunday’s astrology 
runs in body text), bridge and hometown news.

Page 10d: AD

Monday aCCent (health/fitness)
Laid out Friday or over the weekend. This goes to press 

Sunday evening.
This is a six-page section (on a normal day). There is 

always one classified page in this section and runs on 
page 5D. There can be legal overflow, which will go on 
4D. Get with prepress before building section to find out 
about overflow.

Page 1d: Health and fitness stories. Editor will choose 
content and send budget via e-mail. Plan to jump stories.

Page 2d: Usually columns. Must get in Dear Abby, 
Heloise bridge and Hometown news.

Page 3d: TV page. Use the TV page starter shape. No 
ramble column. 

Run the soap update (body record 1, with names of 
soaps in bold). On the side you can use soap notes or a 
TV story. Make sure you pull the correct date.

Run astrology column across bottom.
Page 4d: Legal overflow (might not overflow). Health 

calendar, jumps.
Page 5d: Classified.
Page 6d: Comics. (will have to download new comics 

for this section).

other helPful shaPes:
Under shape items pallette, there are a bunch of tem-

plates and page starters for Accent. Do a search for ac-
cent in the title field when you do a Query for Shapes. 
(Monroe shapes). 

n If you are doing the To Do section, there is a hot 
stuff shape by searching to do in the title field.

n I have a shape called hometown news starter. 
This has everything your need (no kidding, reach us, 
bday tags), and you can obviously resize to fit the space 
restrictions.

n I have an Abby/Heloise combination which is helpful 
called abbyheloise text.

n Bridge shell ... all the icons when doing bridge.
n There are mugs for Patrick Gerl, Ken Maki, God 

Squad, Teddy Allen, Shellie Tomlinson (and more) all 
under the Accent title. There is a wide version for Shellie 
and Hope that works for a 4-column text box on the 
front page.

n There is an Accent 1D text template under the Ac-
cent shapes called accent front 2.

 
There are a couple of things if you search To Do in the 

title field, like the hot stuff starter and boxes for the 
calendars.



 Calendars
All the master calendars are under News Baskets in 

the Mon Calendar basket.
These are an editing nightmare, so please take your 

time on them. Have a heavy-hand when editing. Also, 
check with editor to make sure it is updated before mov-
ing over.

for the religion news calendar, beware of wild bul-
lets. I always check to see what it will really look like 
in layout mode in InCopy. If you notice a bunch of text 
in the dingbat style, just highlight and under character 
styles, choose “none.”

Once the calendars have been edited, you need to 
copy them to a workflow. (Note: these are all master 
documents that aren’t meant to be copied. Never di-
rectly drag these files to the page).

how to copy:
In order to keep the style sheets intact, do this:
1) Right click on the file, and do a copy direct into the 

Mon Features workflow. 
2) Make sure you do not have a text template select-

ed. leave that field blank.

You will find these documents in this basket:
n To Do calendars (TD Cal 1, TC Cal 2 ... copy these and 

do a file combine to make one document)
n Nightlife master
n Health calendar master
n New Church list
n Birthdays 
n Hometown news
n Column tags (This is what goes at the end of a col-

umn. This is used instead of a byline and uses the body 
columntag paragraph style.)

hometown news
Birthdays and anniversaries run at the top of this list. 

Jan Lewis checks these everyday and will send the file 
over to the daily queue sometime after 3 p.m., which 
is the deadline for people to call in. If you don’t see the 
file by 6 p.m., give her a call (266) or check with Accent 
editor.

Use the hometown news starter shape.
style note: 
1) These get a byline (staff report (byline name) and 

accent@thenewsstar.com (byline affiliation). 
2) “Birthdays” and “Anniversaries” are in subhead label 

1.
3) The names of people are all in body text bold. Do 

about three names per paragraph.
4) Run the birthday column tag underneath (part of 

the shape. Style is body column tag).
Do a copy direct of the hometown news calendar. Edit 

it to make sure the days are correct. This tends to be 
sloppy.

style note: 

1) These get a byline (staff report (byline name) and 
accent@thenewsstar.com (byline affiliation). 

2) The day or date of the item is in subhead label 1.
3) The 1-deck title is in head brief.
4) The brief is in body text
End the list with No kidding (part of the shape you 

already dragged over. The file is in the daily queue and 
should already be formatted (Header in No kidding head, 
text in no kidding body).

doWnloads
All files should be saved into the Mon Graphics In 

gateway (under the y-drive).
 

Comics
Web sites:
1) http://www.rbma.com/en-us/
Username: 133353
Password: star
Comics: Barney Google (we download this for the 

backshop because it runs in Classified. This is the only 
comic to go in a separate folder. Save these in the m-
drive in the Accent folder in the comics folder), Beetle 
Bailey, Blondie, Dennis the Menace, Family Circle, Cross-
word, Quote, Zits.

2) http://bbs.amuniversal.com/
Username: 101639P
Password: news
Comics: (Comic panels) Close to Home, Non Sequitur 

Panel; (Comic strips) Garfield, For Better of For Worse.
Special instructions: They save as a tif.bin. After sav-

ing, open up Aladdin Expander or Stuffit expander. Hold 
shift and click on several and drag into expander. Click 
“ignore,” and files will automatically go into the comics 
folder. Delete all bin files after.

3) ftp://umftp.com/
Username and Password: 128840
Just type it in as a web address.
Comics: Born Loser, Frazz, Frank and Ernest, Dilbert, 

Peanuts (choose version slugged PT)
Special instructions: Downloading goes faster if you 

click on the Page icon in the upper left corner of IE. Click 
“view FTP site in Windows Explorer”

television
4) ftp://ftp.fyitelevision.com/monroens
Username: MonroeNS
Password: mon$03
Daily TV grids in pdf form as well as the Sunday grid, 

which is a stuffed file under the weekly. When you un-
stuff the weekly grids (using aladdin expander) the Sun-
day evening grid should be the one slugged mns grids 2. 
I rename the file and drop it into graphics in gateway.



Bridge/God squad
5) http://us.tmsfeatures.com/sofs-bin/sofs.cgi
 God Squad is on the tms site. It will move mid-week. 

This is an individual log in to your own account. http://
us.tmsfeatures.com/sofs-bin/sofs.cgi

If you don’t have your own account, you can use mine: 
Username: abixler@thenewsstar.com
Password: Monroe
If you don’t see bridge files in the queue, you can find 

the originals here. Create a new in copy file and put the 
style in body bridge.

style note: When laying out bridge, grab the bridge 
shell shape. Create a text box on the page and drag the 
incopy document into the box. In the bridge shell off the 
the side, type in the numbers next to each card symbol. 
Then copy it into the text document.

 
extras

No kiddings are an e-mailed to the Accent editor and I 
put them in individual incopy documents for each day of 
the week. If you are out, ask Accent editor to e-mail new 
file.

Hope will move the local columnists over. All columns 
have Head Column for the headline. 

“Dear Abby:” is in body text bold character style.
“Dear Heloise:” is in body text all caps character style.
Every column gets a column tag. If it isn’t attached, 

copy it from the column tags master file in the Mon Cal-
endars basket. These go in body column tag.

Hope should be moving wire content to the queues. If 
you see a good story, please move it over. It is always a 
good idea to keep an eye on the Features wire.

I have a bunch of searches for wire content saved in 
my user. I can copy any of these over to people if they 
need it.


